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Being a licensed health care
professional auditor is proud of nation



Becoming a Certified Compliance Auditor is
both rewarding and exciting. You are able to
actively help the people in your community and
health care professionals while enjoying a
stable career path. The need for both
compliance and legal skills makes Auditor a
truly unique and in-demand position. Find out if
a career as a auditor is right for you, keep
reading to see what a day in the life of a auditor  
is like. Responsibilities of a compliance auditor
think about the last time you hered how audior
saved million dollors of citizens. 

Because a CPCA
helps a practice
or healthcare
organization
manage
increased scrutiny
of Medicare and
Medicaid fraud
and abuse and
the impending
requirement for
mandatory
physician practice
compliance
programs,



they are an important part of keeping
physicians and Insurances free from legal
issues. They are well compensated for their
compliance expertise in many other areas of
healthcare, as well.

According to SFCA’s 2020 Salary Survey, the
average salary for the medical compliance
auditor professional averages at $70,426.
Obtaining the CPCA credential can help you to
earn much more; they
make $109,043 annually. There is potential to
earn more, depending on demographic and
experience.

Basic responsibilities of CPCA
Provider
compliance audit
Public fraud
grievance hearning
Use of legal counsel
Self disclosure
protocol
Corporate Integrity
Agreements (CIAs)
RACs, ZPICS, MICs,
PSCs, and MFCUS
All other
compliance audit
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Skills Every Auditor Needs

How do these
responsibilities and
skills play out on a
day-to-day basis?
Let’s take a look!

Beyond these duties, there are
other skills required for this
position. Most importantly, the
ability to be helpful, communicative
and comforting to assist patients
throughout the appointment. This
requires someone with great
interpersonal skills. Someone in this
position needs to be:

Detail-oriented 
Very patient 
Highly compassionate 
Strong communicator 
Great listener



A Day in the Life of a
Compliance Auditor

A comfortable morning start

Compliane Auditor will kick off the day with
freedom of any time restriction of shifts.
They start by preparing public grievance
with medical and dental case understanding
and case filing.

Preparing audit
report with
necessary evidence.
Making sure audit
sheets are error
free.
Reviewing the
patient cases and
documenting
patient's
documents and
HIPAA NDA.

Ensuring all cases are fulfil the OIG and
HIPAA compliance instructions.



A Day in the Life of a
Compliance Auditor

Mid-Morning

Throughout the morning,
you'll complete several
tasks including calling
patients and evaluating
their complaints to their
specified social concerns. 

You’ll help them get settled, complete the
paperwork, and ask about their concerns.

During the case study, you will often be assigned
to assist the patients or medical professionals.
Your job here is to hand off OIG codes and
conducts, and help keep the patient’s complaints
clear and solve using OIG guidelines. The Medical
professionals or patients may also ask for help.

Following each case or audit report, you’ll get
one-on-one time with the patient. This is the
opportune time to explain in detail of medical
fraud, unnecessary procedures, financial
problems, fake billing, and assisting with any
payment or insurance discrepancies.



A Day in the Life of a
Compliance Auditor

Wrapping Up the Day

Processing patient 
 and healthcare
invoices and
payments Coding
insurance bills
Contacting patients
to confirm their
complaints.

As the day comes to a
close, you’ll spend some

time assisting the
patients and medical
professionals with a

few task like:

Sending out reminder appointments in
the mail.

Before ending your workday, you’ll perform
an office-wide audit, rechecking all
complaints for the next day.



Our 10-week Certified Compliance Auditor
Program is the best way to learn and
develop the practical hands-on skills you
need to launch your career as a Licensed
auditor. Call us at (423) 226-6727 to learn
more about our program. We would love to
hear from you!

Attend a Virtual Open House
Its' truly the best way to get all your questions answered

by our Director of Trainer, Dr. Nar Verma. 

Wrapping Up the day

RSVP NOW !


